
OFFER OF 
COOPERATION



Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are thrilled to see that you are interested in becoming our partner 

and part of our Formula Student family. In this brochure we present to 

you our multiple offers for our partnership. We hope to see you soon 

aboard with us in becoming the best in the field.

We kindly thank you for your time you put into reading our brochure. 



WHO WE ARE AND 
WHAT WE DO

Every year, since 2007, we have developed a racing car capable of keeping up with 

the best in the sport for the international student competition Formula Student. 

Our team has its own workshop on the premises of our university, the Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering, CTU in Prague. Our team has around 50 members and 

is the oldest team in the Czech Republic. We have regularly been amongst the 

top-ranking positions of international races with even two overall wins. All this, 

with the help of cutting-edge technology and the effective transfer of know-how 

between generations of students in our team.

Individual technical subgroups deal with the design of aerodynamics, chassis, 

suspension, electronics, powertrain and hybrid power. We also have a group 

for public relations. This project helps future engineers take part in building the 

racing car, apply skills learnt in class and broaden their horizon. Each student is 

tested in every aspect possible from the technical side all the way to the student’s 

communication and language skills and working in a team. The project provides 

great experience and career preparation for their future.

More than 800 university teams from all around the world come together to 

compete in multiple races held each year to race their formulas against each other 

pushing them to the absolute limit every single time. Dozens, maybe hundreds 

of truly prestigious companies support these teams every year. As a result, this 

means that every year our team of CTU students singlehandedly designs, builds 

and tests a new racing car, within 10 months, which is always better than the 

previous one.



Take part in the development 
and improvement of the first 

successful hybrid powertrain in 
the world.

++

The rules of the competition change occasionally. This 

always brings about new challenges but also possi-

bilities to improve the car to ensure its best possible 

version. Part of the new rules is the possibility to add 

hybrid power to increase total performance. 

However, the battery is limited to a maximal weight of 

3kg and a maximum voltage of 60V. 

Due to the fact that in the past our car only used a 

combustion engine as its main source of power, which 

directed all the power to the rear axle, we decided 

to implement the hybrid power in our car. Instead of 

mounting it in the back, like the engine, we decided to 

use it on the front axle. We were first in the world to 

successfully add working hybrid power to our car and 

use it in our favor. Even though the battery has limit-

ed capacity, we were able to adjust its performance 

and use it to help our engine during accelerations and 

when coming out of a corner. 

All of these factors make the job challenging. However, 

we are proud to say that our premier was a successful 

start for the coming future development.

HYBRID



EXCEPTIONAL GRADUATES
Everyone involved in the Formula Student project gains a lot of valuable 

experience. From taking part in designing parts, testing and calculating 

until finally seeing their work come to life. This is indeed a proud moment 

for everyone. The path from a model design in a computer all the way to 

a functional part is not like an ordinary handover of a semester project.

We are happy to enrich your corporate events for your partners or your 

employees with one of our latest cars models and present them on 

display wherever you need. Of course, we will also have members of 

our team actively participating throughout the whole event, answering 

any questions. If the conditions are in our favor, then we are also able to 

demonstrate our formula student car in action. We may also bring our own 

racing simulator built from a monocoque of our older car, which would 

certainly be fully appreciated by kids but is also intended for adults. 

DISPLAY FOR YOUR CORPORATE EVENTS

Are you dealing with any kind of developmental problem? Our CTU 

students might be able to help. Many choose challenging problems, for 

example for their bachelors or master’s paper.

Students participating in the development of the car gather numerous 

advantages apart from others, because they actively use their knowledge 

learned in school and get hands-on experience. 

COOPERATION DURING DEVELOPMENT

WHAT WE OFFER



Our CTU CarTech project is also attractive to media coverage and we are 

regularly able to reach out to end consumers. 

MEDIA OUTREACH

We are able to offer our academic premises in school to you and your 

meetings free of charge.  Apart from that, upon entering our school´s 

main hall we have our older cars on permanent display where logos of our 

partners may be found as well.

PREMISES FOR YOUR USE

We are always happy when new partners come aboard our journey and support 

us in what we do. To show our sincere gratitude we write and share posts on 

our social media sites and web page. We always try to highlight our partners´ 

most significant contribution to the development of the car and let all the 

others know that without them we would not get to the point where we are 

now. With this intentional promotion we always post our own photos of the car 

and our workshop in which logos of our partners are an integral part. 

INTERNET PROMOTION

Each year we present our newly developed car at different public events 

(car dealers, fairs, races, student festivals). At each of these events our 

car has stickers of our partners on its main hull. Notwithstanding, we also 

depict logos of our partners through posters and business cards.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR YOUR DOMESTIC 
MARKET

For our partners we always select pictures and videos from our race events 

which our partners may use for their own purposes, mostly for their own 

advertisement or their implementation in the companies’ year calendars.  

PICTURES FROM RACES AND TEAM EVENTS



HOW YOU CAN 
HELP

Building a racing car that keeps up with the best is not an easy task and not 
exactly inexpensive. Without the support we have we would not be able to 
achieve anything. We are confident to say that with the know-how we have we 
are able to build a state-of-the-art car. We always try to push ourselves to the 
limits. Therefore we try to use techniques that are always up to scratch and the 
most modern available materials. 

No matter how small your support, it is greatly appreciated. 



NOTES:

Has our brochure caught your eye? Are you ready to plug in the spark of 

our engine and get going. Then do not hesitate and contact us or any of 

our team members. 

Ing. Radek Tichánek, Ph.D.

E-mail: radek.tichanek@fs.cvut.cz

FACULTY COORDINATOR

TEAM CAPTAIN CTU CARTECH
Martin Štarman

E-mail: martin.starman@fs.cvut.cz

Phone: +420 732 208 171

CONTACT

ctucartech.cz

ctucartech

ctucartech

https://ctucartech.cz/
https://www.facebook.com/ctucartech/
https://www.instagram.com/ctucartech/?hl=cs
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For us being a Formula Student is a dream come true. It is the 
realization of our long-term visions and dreams. We spend every 
year countless sleepless nights in our workshop to successfully 
complete the entire project. 
So, why not dream together?


